WELCOME 1983 CAMPERS!

Enrollments for the 1983 season are increasing by leaps and bounds, and we'd like to extend a special welcome to all of you who were registered by the time this newsletter went to print:

Camp Atari-Pacific

Todd Allen
Eric Antonow
John Arenas
Bethany Bonner
Anders Breivik
Brett Alexander
Frederick Bret
Byron Byrd
Joel Carass
Bradley Cherlnow
Bradley Colbert
Benjamin Cotrell
Jeffrey Drutz
Philip Engel
Joanna Francis
Craig Fromel
Catherine Gat
Martha Glavert
Lee Gonzales
Virginia Guthrey
Chris Haas
Richard Heutin
Brad Hines
Kari Holst
Shawn Humphrey
Bernhard Jokiel
Richard Katz
Christina Lemouchi
Carth Love
William Lurie
Darryl May
John Monahan
John Natland
Tanya Nicholas
Brian Palk
Barry Park
Jason Powell
Theodore Razatos
Bob Richburg
Chrittelyn Robinson
Marcus Robinson
Eric Salomon
Russell Sherman
Phillip Smith
Jay Stern
Ethan Temple
Thomas Watson

Camp Atari-New England

Jennifer Allen
Joshary Barry
Jodi Berman
Adam Bernstein
Bill Boroan
Matthew Brass
Wayd Canale
Scott Coppernall
Claudia David
Marc Davis
Walter Deansler
Greg Fairbairn
Ramon Garcia
David Godley
Julian Gomez
Jay Crapkin
Kevin Hance
Mike Higgin
Matthew Kaufman
Bryan Kestenbaum
Michelle Kirby
Peter Lashley
John Lax
Karoline Long
Douglas Mandell
Charles McEwan
Crystal Miller
Taylor Miller
Edward Moore
Caroline Murray
Gregory Olson
Marc Overman
Victoria Penoke
Elizabeth Pown
Rafael Reicher
Suzanne Romandoned
Bradford Samson
Nuno Schmitt
Karl Seebhut
Scott Sepper
Chris Siget
Richard St. Amand
Bradford Van Dam
Robert Vlock
Thomas Walsh
Gary Witoor
Eric Woode
Barbara Xue
Michael Young

Camp Atari-Midwest

Rashid Averbak
Billy Bergadit
Adam Bernard
Mark Bock
Craig Boroan
Thomas Byron
Mark Clancy
Anthony Cordofro
Julian David
David Dekker
Donna Edwards
Marc Foster
Mary Glazier
Geoffrey Goldsmith
Bred Gooday
Asta Hance
Hirokiku Hanyu
Andrew Israel
Susan Kelly
Jordan Keusch
Leiva Klein
Jason Lewis
Jacques Long
Victoria Majid
Melissa Mandell
Edward McElheny
Greg Miller
Joseph Minton
Ryan Mrazek
Eric Newburger
Richard Oudt
Lincoln Palagropoule
Albert Petrolino
Lloyd Reynolds
Donald Rumlignanz
Lee Saha
Jean Schmid
Karen Schoen
Jeffrey Segal
Jordan Shappell
Neal Sinkind
Frank Trolano
Paul Verderio
Andrew Vogel
Chris Wilson
Graham Woodman
Peter Wright
Michael Yoo
Danny Zentner

Camp Atari-Old West

James Anhalt
Daniel Barpal
Ryan Blanchette
Harlow Burgess
Benjamin Clark
Emily Clark
Rohan Gowen
Rebecca Deutsch
Brooke Donahoe
Jeffrey Fergusson
David Gaithia
Kim Hansen
Paul Holloway
Victor Jara
Franzis Lapham
Jared Laszaron
Jesse Malkin
Joelin March
Richard Monaco
Alvaro Munoz
Jose Munoz
Fernando Munoz
Laura Nellas
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A special hello, too, to our international campers:

Canada
Bert Archer
Joanna & Pamela Francis
Michael Daly
Jason Parris
Jared Laserson
Craign Wood
Denny Zentner

Bermuda
Anthony Cordetro
St. Laurent, P.Q.

Brazil
John Li

Spain
Josep Martinez
Beatrice Mirasal
Edward Mirasal
Alvaro, Carlos, Fernando, Jose & Pablo Munoz

France
Elizabeth Pose

Switzerland

We're convinced you'll all be thrilled with the activities planned for this summer, including hiking, movies, swimming, field trips, aerobics, computer weaving and electronics workshops. And don't forget about our riding program in Camp Atari-New England, Chesapeake, or Old West (there's a slight additional fee), and waterskiing at Camp Atari-Midwest!

To enroll, phone 800/847-4180 (New York State phone 212/889-5200). Call soon to reserve a space at the camp of your choice.

We can't wait for summer to get here! See you soon!

NAMING OUR NEWSLETTER

The jury is still out on the name for our Atari Computer Camps Newsletter. We have asked for your help in deciding which title you think best ties together the idea of camp, computers, and news. To refresh your minds, the choices are:

Basic Bytes
The Word Processor
Computer Camp Chronicles
Diskette Gazette
The Link
Fuji Free Press
Peeks and Pokes
Off Line
MEET THE CAMP DIRECTORS

WILLIAM MERRIMAN - CAMP ATARI-MIDWEST: Hi! My name is Bill Merriman and I'm very pleased to be joining the Atari Computer Camps family. I am presently an assistant professor of education at St. Francis College in Brooklyn, New York, but I have worked with young people of all ages. Besides teaching and camping (I've been involved in camping for over 20 years), my interests include jogging, basketball, racquetball, and of course, computers. I've come to enjoy the practical and recreational uses of the computer, and I look forward to offering our campers a wonderful summer of computers and traditional camping activities, such as swimming, tennis, and the start of many new friendships!

ROBERT WERNER - CAMP ATARI-POCONOS: Hi! I'm happy to be greeting you as a member of the Camp Atari family because I believe Atari Computer Camps have something very special to offer. During my twenty years as both educator and summer camp administrator, I have come to recognize that a good camp must offer two things: FUN and SATISFACTION. What can be more satisfying than to learn the skill of the future? I plan to make sure that fun is not forgotten, with sports, aquatics, campfires, and good healthy exercise as a prominent part of camp. An active mind in a healthy body in a fun-filled environment -- we'll enjoy every minute of it!

JEFFREY WOLFE - CAMP ATARI-SMOKEY MOUNTAINS: Hello, my name is Jeff Wolfe. I've always thought of the summer as a chance both to have fun and to grow as a person. That's why I'm so pleased to be a part of Camp Atari this year. For over twenty years, I've been involved in camping, teaching and coaching, and I don't remember when I've looked forward with so much enthusiasm to the camping season. Camping has been important to me for a long time; as important to me as fencing (a sport that I've been involved with for many years). It will be my pleasure to introduce this sport to those of you who are interested. So...PRINT "En Garde"!!

MARIANNE AND WILLIAM KRAVITZ - CAMP ATARI-PACIFIC: We are counting the days until the summer season begins at Camp Atari. We have both spent many seasons in camping, but view the coming season as a really special one. The Atari people have put together a fine program, and we are anxious to be a part of it. Marianne is currently an elementary school teacher and very athletically oriented. I teach secondary school and coach baseball and basketball. We met at camp, making the summer seasons very special. We cannot wait to meet the new staff and the many campers who will join us during the summer of '83.

JEROME SINGER - CAMP ATARI-NEW ENGLAND: My name is Jerry Singer, and I am the director of Camp Atari-New England in Massachusetts. I teach social studies and computers in a New York City high school. My wife, Renee, is completing law school, and our daughter, Laura, is getting ready to enter medical school. Stephen, our son, is working hard at Hunter College High School. In past summers, it has been my pleasure to direct other summer camps, and I am anticipating this summer and the unique set of experiences it promises.
**PEN PALS**

Interested in keeping in touch with fellow Atari Campers, sharing programming ideas and exchanging special hints? How about an Atari Computer Camps pen pal? Just send us a letter with your name, address, the camp you attended or at which you are currently enrolled, and your level of computer expertise (beginner, intermediate, advanced). We'll send you a post card with the name and address of another camper from our pen pal pool at a similar level of computer interest.

Sound like fun? Drop us a line.

**SALE OF EQUIPMENT**

For those of you who took advantage of the '82 equipment offer, the following is a list of documentation and accompanying equipment you should have received with your order:

- **400:** Owner's Guide
- **400:** Power Adaptor
- **800:** Owner's Guide
- **800:** 48K RAM
- **800:** Power Adaptor
- **800:** Switch Box
- **810:** Owner's Guide
- **810:** Power Adaptor
- **810:** Input/Output Data Cord
- **822:** Owner's Guide
- **822:** Operator's Manual
- **822:** One roll paper
- **825:** Power Adaptor
- **825:** One printer cable
- **830:** Operator's Manual
- **830:** Power Adaptor
- **830:** Interface Cable
- **850:** Operator's Manual
- **850:** Power Adaptor
- **850:** Technical Manual
- **850:** Input/Output Data Cord
- **850:** Owner's Manual

If you have questions about your shipment, write to us at:

Atari Computer Camps
Equipment Offer
1196 Borregas Ave
P.O. Box 427
Sunnyvale, CA 94086

**COMPUTER CROSSWORDS**

Try your hand at our computer crossword puzzle! The clues listed below all relate to camp — so keep in mind the equipment, activities, and facilities involved in a summer at Atari Computer Camp. Good luck.

- **ACROSS CLUES**
  1. A high level computer language
  2. A place to sleep.
  3. A place to eat at camp.
  4. Dance exercise.
  5. A part of your brain or a part of the computer, which stores information.
  6. Used to play computer games.
  10. A device that can receive and then follow instructions to manipulate information.

- **DOWN CLUES**
  2. A type of aboard on Hellicar.
  3. The physical parts of a computer.
  4. A list of instructions to the computer.
  5. A way to keep cool.
  6. A game for 2 or 4 players.
  7. "E.T." and "Superman II" arc-
  8. A program saved on tape, disk, or cartridge.